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By Fredericks, Anthony D.

Skyhorse. 1 Cloth(s), 2014. hard. Book Condition: New. It breathes with tubes, it has no head or
brain, and filters its food from the water, yet clams have been variously worshipped, used as
money, inspired dozens of proverbs ("happy as a clam") and sustained humans for thousands of
years. Educator and science writer Anthony Fredericks has long been a fan of this humble bivalve,
and here gives us an entertaining natural and popular history of the clam, illustrated with color
photos and peppered with fast facts: A single clam can filter five to ten gallons of seawater a day;
giant clams have thousands of pinhole eyes that can detect the shadows of predators; and the
oldest known clam, "Ming," lived to be more than 500 years old."For those intent on learning how
pervasively the modest clam clings to popular culture, The Secret Life of Clams is the book to read.
But Fredericks offers more: his study is an accessible foray throughout clam science even while it
offers us a metaphor for the fragile status of our entire natural world."Peter Laufer 286.
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This publication is great. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom Your daily life period will probably be transform when you complete reading this
article book.
-- Wilfor d Metz-- Wilfor d Metz

This type of publication is every little thing and got me to seeking in advance and much more. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this
created e publication. I am happy to explain how this is the finest pdf we have study in my very own life and can be he greatest ebook for actually.
-- Miss B er enice Weim a nn Jr .-- Miss B er enice Weim a nn Jr .
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